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中 文 摘 要 ： 本計畫進行不同文類之間常用詞串的結構及功能之分析與比較，主
要分析台語新聞報導中之詞頻及常用詞串之分布情形，並與現有日
常對話之常用詞串做比較。電視新聞語料來自台語新聞報導。所採
語料經過文字校正，轉譯，斷詞，接著以AntConc語言分析常用詞串
之分布狀況。所探討的主要問題包括台語新聞報導之常用詞串具有
之結構及功能，以及台語對話及新聞報導之常用詞串有何結構及功
能上的異同。結果顯示兩個與體所呈現的詞串差異與文獻上的發現
一致。由於固定詞串的使用是語言流利之重要因素，本研究所得成
果可提供語言學習者在學習上以及語言教學者在課程設計上的參考
。

中文關鍵詞： 常用詞串, 台語, 對話, 口語新聞

英 文 摘 要 ： he current project aimed to extend the analysis of
recurrent lexical bundles (LBs) in spoken Taiwanese to that
of LBs in news reports. Unlike Mandarin and English,
Taiwanese is a Chinese vernacular used mainly for spoken
communication. The purpose of this project, therefore, is
to investigate the role genre plays in the distribution of
LBs in news discourse. Comparisons were made with the word
frequency and LBs in Taiwanese natural conversation.
Specific questions addressed include: (1) What are the
structural and functional characteristics of LBs in
Taiwanese spoken news reports? (2) Are there any structural
and functional similarities and differences between LBs in
Taiwanese conversation and those in spoken news discourse?
The news reports were collected from local TV channels
posted on Youtube. The functional and structural
distribution was compared with that of LBs in Taiwanese
conversation. It was found that the distributional
difference in general concurs with the findings in the
literature. The results serve as an important addition to
the literature on lexical bundles in Taiwanese spoken news
reports.

英文關鍵詞： recurrent lexical bundle, Taiwanese, conversation, spoken
news
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中文摘要及關鍵詞  

本計畫進行不同文類之間常用詞串的結構及功能之分析與比較，主要分析台語新聞報導中之

詞頻及常用詞串之分布情形，並與現有日常對話之常用詞串做比較。電視新聞語料來自台語

新聞報導。所採語料經過文字校正，轉譯，斷詞，接著以 AntConc 語言分析常用詞串之分布

狀況。所探討的主要問題包括台語新聞報導之常用詞串具有之結構及功能，以及台語對話及

新聞報導之常用詞串有何結構及功能上的異同。結果顯示兩個與體所呈現的詞串差異與文獻

上的發現一致。由於固定詞串的使用是語言流利之重要因素，本研究所得成果可提供語言學

習者在學習上以及語言教學者在課程設計上的參考。關鍵詞: 常用詞串, 台語, 對話, 口語新

聞 

關鍵詞: 常用詞串, 台語, 對話, 口語新聞 

 

計畫英文摘要 

The current project aimed to extend the analysis of recurrent lexical bundles (LBs) in spoken 

Taiwanese to that of LBs in news reports. Unlike Mandarin and English, Taiwanese is a Chinese 

vernacular used mainly for spoken communication. The purpose of this project, therefore, is to 

investigate the role genre plays in the distribution of LBs in news discourse. Comparisons were 

made with the word frequency and LBs in Taiwanese natural conversation. Specific questions 

addressed include: (1) What are the structural and functional characteristics of LBs in Taiwanese 

spoken news reports? (2) Are there any structural and functional similarities and differences 

between LBs in Taiwanese conversation and those in spoken news discourse? The news reports 

were collected from local TV channels posted on Youtube. The functional and structural distribution 

was compared with that of LBs in Taiwanese conversation. It was found that the distributional 

difference in general concurs with the findings in the literature. The results serve as an important 

addition to the literature on lexical bundles in Taiwanese spoken news reports. 

 

Keywords: recurrent lexical bundle, Taiwanese, conversation, spoken news 

 

1. Motivation and Goals 

 This project aims to investigate recurrent lexical bundles (LBs hereafter) across different 

registers in Taiwanese. We aimed to construct a TV news corpus and analyze the recurrent bundles 

occurring in the news. A comparison with the LBs in our existing conversation corpus would also 

be made. The following research questions are addressed: 

1. What are the structural and functional characteristics of recurrent lexical bundles in news 

discourse? 

2. What are the structural and functional characteristics of recurrent lexical bundles in spoken news 

reports and in conversation? 

2. Lexical bundles in Discourse 

2.1 Definition 

A lexical bundle (LB hereafter) is defined as "a recurring sequence of three or more words" 
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(Biber et al. 1999: 990). The words in the sequence are "extended collocations" that "statistically 

co-occur in a register" (Cortes 2004: 400). Compared with idioms, LBs usually do not carry 

idiomatic meaning and they are recurrent in discourse (Biber et al. 2004: 376), and a bundle is 

only considered “recurrent” when it occurs at least 10 times per million words in a corpus (Biber 

et al. 1999: 992). Another important property of lexical bundles is that they typically do not 

represent a complete structural unit. That is, they usually span across two structural units (Biber 

et al. 1999; Biber et al. 2003; Biber et al. 2004; Huang 2013).  

2.2 Importance of Lexical Bundles in Discourse 

LBs are found to be common across both written and spoken discourse (Biber et al. 1999; 

Carter and McCarthy 2006). Early insights about the importance of lexical bundles can be found 

in Firth (1935: 70-71) and Halliday (1978: 4), who point out the highly expected and routinized 

use of language in conversation/discourse (cited in Stubbs and Barth 2003: 61). In a similar vein, 

it is argued by Ferguson (1976) that routine formulas are important in in greeting and thanking 

and that the meaning of these prefabricated units cannot be taken literally. Despite its role in 

discourse, LBs have not received considerable attention from linguists until the 1990s, when 

Sinclair (1991), the pioneer in corpus linguistics, proposes the “idiom principle” and “open choice 

principle” and argues that that every discourse comprises “a rich repertoire of multi-word patterns 

that make up a text [that is] totally obscured by the procedures of conventional grammar” (p.108). 

These expressions are stored as part of our language inventory and promote fluency of language 

learners (Sorhus 1977: 214; Pawley and Syder 1983: 208; Gatbonton and Segalowitz 1988). In 

fact, they are so important that the learning of language is essentially “the learning of formulaic 

sequences and their interpretations” (Ellis 2012: 17).  

Since Sinclair’s seminal work, comprehensive research of LBs has been carried out on 

spoken and written discourse, e.g., Biber et al. 1999, Moon 1998a, Carter & McCarthy 2006,, 

Simpson-Vlach & Ellis 2010, Cortes 2004, Hyland 2012, and Salazar 2014 on English, Tracy-

Ventura et al. (2007) on Spanish, Kim (2009) on Korean, and Tao (2015) and Hsu (2016) on 

Mandarin.  

2.3 Lexical Bundles in Spoken Discourse 

Studies of LBs in spoken discourse center on conversation, classroom discourse, and news 

discourse. Structurally, LBs tend to be grammatically incomplete forms. For example, incomplete 

clauses are common, while full clauses are mainly limited to response forms, e.g. thank you very 

much (Altenberg 1998: 104). A majority of other LBs are parts of a clause, negation, or question 

(Altenberg 1998; Biber et al. 1999; Nesi and Basturkmen 2006; Biber et al. 2004; Carter and 

McCarthy 2006). Noun-based or preposition-based forms are also found, with many of them 

focusing on 2-word or 3-word bundles (Biber et al. 1999; Carter and McCarthy 2006). Also 

common among LBs are utterance-ending vague category modifiers, e.g. sort of thing, linking 

words, e.g. and I/but I mean, and turn-taking signals, e.g. don’t you think (Carter and McCarthy 

2006: 835). In terms of their functions, LBs “can tell us about the way speakers compose sentences 

in discourse” (Altenberg 1998: 110). They can perform textual functions, serve interactional 
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purposes, function as discourse organizers, or express speaker’s stance. The textual relations 

signaled by LBs include logical relations such as apposition, contrast/concession and 

result/inference (Butler 1997; Nesi and Basturkmen 2006). As discourse organizers, LBs mark 

relations between different discourse topics (Cortes and Csomay 2007; Nesi and Basturkmen 2006). 

LBs can also be used to build interpersonal relations, to refer vaguely to things, or as a turn-giving 

signal or to invite response from listeners (Carter and McCarthy 2006: 835). They also act as 

epistemic and attitudinal bundles (Biber et al. 1999; 2004; Kim 2009; Cortes and Csomay 2007), or 

as a rhetorical strategy to evade difficult questions (e.g. I’m not aware of any).  

Some differences have observed among subtypes of spoken discourse. For example, 

classroom teaching uses more discourse organizers than conversation, while both spoken modes use 

more stance bundles than textbooks and academic prose (Biber et al. 2004). A wider range of 

registers is covered in Biber and Barbieri’s (2007) research, which includes both academic prose, 

classroom teaching and student advising/management sessions. The results concur with Biber et al. 

(2004) that stance LBs are pervasive in spoken discourse, whereas teaching-oriented discourse 

contains higher incidence of discourse organizers. 

Findings from journalistic discourse also reveal different stylistic preferences of LBs. Butler 

(1997) explores LBs in Spanish interviews and newspapers and show that recurrent 4-word 

sequences are more frequent in the spoken corpus than in the written corpus. In line with the 

findings about spoken discourse, these sequences tend to begin with function words, i.e., 

conjunctions, articles, pronouns, prepositions or discourse markers. Furthermore, these sequences 

mainly display interpersonal or textual functions than for indication of ideational meaning.  

 Partington and Morley (2004) investigate LBs in British political briefings and news 

interviews and show that while both types of discourse contain formulaic expressions, the briefings 

have higher frequencies of such expressions. In addition, some LBs in the briefings contribute to the 

topical and rhetorical effects of the talk, e.g. the LBs with the word intention convey “the message 

of steadfastness and reassurance” (p.185). Besides, there are “orientational metaphors” used by the 

speaker to move the issue under discussion in the right direction, e.g. as we move forward (pp.186-

7).  

 

2.4. Lexical Bundles in Written Discourse 

Studies of LBs or phraseological units in written discourse have largely concentrated on 

academic discourse (e.g. Biber et al. 1999; Biber et al. 2003; Biber et al. 2004; Cortes 2004;Carter 

and McCarthy 2006; Hyland 2008; Salazar 2014), with a few also focusing on journalistic English 

(Moon 1998b; Partington and Morley 2004) and fictions (Moon 1998b; Stubbs and Barth 2003; 

Culpeper and Kytö 2002, and Quinteiro and Quiroz 2012). Research on academic written 

discourse has shown that LBs also tend to be grammatically incomplete (Carter and McCarthy 

2006; Biber et al. 1999; Cortes 2004; Biber et al. 2003; Biber et al. 2004; Hyland 2008; Salazar 

2014). However, unlike spoken discourse with a high incidence of clause-based forms, the LBs 

in written discourse often take the form of noun phrases and prepositional phrases, e.g. the nature 

of the, as a result of, centuries of, and so on (Biber et al. 1999: 991-992). These clusters mainly 
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indicate relations of time and place (in the middle of), basic relations of prepositions (e.g. 

indication of agency: by the, indication of purpose: for the), or linking functions (at the time) 

(Carter and McCarthy 2006: 832-834). In academic writing, lexical bundles are important for 

writers since they serve as "discourse building blocks" (Sorhus 1977: 214; Biber et al. 1999: 991). 

It is found that lexical bundles used by students in biology and history vary greatly from published 

authors in these disciplines (Cortes 2004: 421). By learning these patterns, students are equipped 

with "ready-made sets of works" in their writing. In addition, they help define the fluency of the 

users and enable them to interact with their peers, express their identity in a group, and "reveal 

the lexico-grammatical community-authorized ways of making-meanings" (Hyland 2012: 153).  

Research on formulaic expressions in journalism and fictions/literature has demonstrated 

similar structural preferences as those found in academic prose. In Cowie (1991), it is shown that 

about 37.5%-46% of the verb+object constructions are restricted collocations and idioms in 

native journalistic prose (cited in Cowie 1998: 15; Howarth 1998: 164-165). Akimoto (1983, 

cited in Moon 1998b: 97) examined predicate expressions in the Survey of English Usage 

(385,000 words) and journalism and other writing in the 1970s. The commonest expressions are 

take place, take action, take part in, play a part/role in, and take steps (to do something). Rafiee 

et al. (2011) explore LBs in journalistic writing. These results agree with Biber et al. (1999) about 

LBs in written discourse that the majority of the LBs fall on PPs and NPs (p.148). Moon (1998a, 

1998b) examined fixed expressions and idioms (FEIs) (idioms, functional/frozen collocations, 

and metaphorical expressions) in the Hector Corpus, an English corpus which is composed of 

journalism (66%), fiction (11%) and non-fiction (18%), spoken interaction (3%), and other 

written material (2%) (Moon 1998a: 69, 1998b: 80). The phrases discussed in Akimoto (1983) 

are found to be also common in the Hector corpus. As for the grammatical types, the most 

frequent grammatical types of the phrasal lexemes are predicates, nominals, 

adverbials/submodifiers, and conventions, exclamations and subordinate clauses. The result 

differs from the phraseological units found in the Columbian novel Cien Anos de Soledad (by 

Garcia Marquez) and its English translation One Hundred Years of Solitude (by Gregory Rabassa), 

where the most common phraseological units are all prepositional phrases, while its English 

translation mainly contains adverbs, prepositional phrases and NPs (Quinteiro and Quiroz. 2012: 

248-249). On the other hand, the fixed expressions that are least genre-bound in Moon’s study 

(1998a) are those found in spoken interaction. For example, of course has high frequencies in 

spoken discourse but has extremely divergent distributions in different corpora. Hortatory 

journalism also contains extensive use of FEIs, and the expository texts such as news reports 

contain fewer FEIs, although they vary across topics and degree of seriousness. Fictions provide 

many FEIs; however, they are less authentic. In addition, they seem to favor some rather fixed 

FEIs that are rare in other genres (Moon 1998a: 69).  

Another comparison across written corpora that is relevant to the current project is Stubbs and 

Barth (2003). The authors examine the top-ranking LBs (esp. top 50) in three corpora: FICTION, 

letter/biology/memoirs (BELLES), and scientific texts (LEARNED, non-fiction). Cross-genre 

differences are found across bundles of different lengths. Regarding 2-word chains, all are 
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dominated by PP-based chains, and only FICTION and BELLES contain personal pronouns. Across 

the three genres, only a small number of content words are found in the top 50 list (said, door, first, 

same, number, other, such). As for three-word chains, all PP-based or NP-based sequences, e.g. as 

well as, the end of, a number of, a part of, etc. However, the inventory of nouns is different. 

FICTION also contains more verb types, whereas the verbs in the other two corpora are limited to 

the copula. The distribution of 4- and 5-word bundles also demonstrates cross-genre difference, 

with FICTION containing mainly position phrases, e.g. the end of, in the middle of, etc. and the 

pattern Pronoun+Verb, while BELLES and LEARNED contain a great number of meta-discourse 

markers. Longer-word strings also exhibit genre difference. In particular, LEARNED is more 

repetitive, containing much higher number of 7-word chains that occur twice, while the other two 

corpora have a much lower long word chains which recur. In short, FICTION takes a verbal style, 

using more past tense forms with the more frequent words containing saying, looking, thinking and 

wanting. LEARNER takes a nominal style, containing sub-technical vocabulary with little stylistic 

variation. BELLES is situated in between (p.8). The findings by Stubbs and Barth will serve as an 

important reference for us to compare the different genres in Taiwanese.  

 

Lexical Bundles in Chinese 

 Studies of LBs related to Chinese speakers have mainly addressed the use of English LBs by 

L1 Chinese learners (e.g. Chen and Baker 2010). The production of Chinese LBs by native speakers 

has not received linguists’ attention until recently. Two important studies that enlighten the current 

project is Tao (2015) and Hsu (2016). 

  Tao (2015) discusses word frequencies and distribution of LBs in a Chinese conversation 

corpus (344,141 words). The finding converges with Zipf's (1935) law that a small number of words 

have high frequencies in natural texts and they account for the majority of words in his corpora. The 

high frequency lexemes collocate with other lexemes to form lexical chunks. “Most of these chunks 

are used by the speaker to address the coparticipant and sometimes also yield the floor of 

conversation” (p.343). The most prominent lexical chunks include first, meta-linguistic devices to 

manage speaker-addressee interaction, e.g. the A-not-A form, and those which make direct 

reference to 1st or 2nd persons, e.g. wo gen ni shuo. The second type of chunks contains indefinite 

expressions such as (有/是) 一個, 一個人 to show speaker’s uncertainty (p.344). The third type 

contains epistemic stance markers. They demonstrate “speaker’s degree of commitment to the 

information”, comprising mostly by first-person pronoun and a cognitive verb juede or zhidao. The 

top ranking three-word units in Tao’s study are listed in Table 1: 

 

Table 1. Top 50 three-word lexical chunks in the spoken data (Adapted from Tao 2015: 339) 
rank # token rank # token rank # token rank # token rank # token rank # token 

1 464 是不是 10 122 我不知道 19 79 我跟你 28 68 也不知道 37 60 都不知道 46 53 對啊我 

2 340 有一個 11 101 那個甚麼 20 79 跟你說 29 68 說那個 38 57 就是一個 47 51 不是那 

3 192 是一個 12 96 一個是 21 76 對不對 30 67 的那種 39 56 然後我就 48 51 我說我 

4 187 的那個 13 94 不是很 22 76 我也不 31 64 是是是 40 56 說的是 49 51 那個人 

5 179 一個人 14 86 我就覺得 23 74 那個娜 32 63 我就說 41 55 很多人 50 50 他那個 

6 175 了一個 15 85 不是不 24 73 不是啊 33 63 挺好的 42 55 我不是    
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7 142 的一個 16 85 是那個 25 71 一個什麼 34 61 有很多 43 55 那不是    

8 138 不是說 17 82 個那個 26 71 不是我 35 61 的時候就 44 54 另外一個    

9 122 也不是 18 82 我覺得我 27 69 你不是 36 60 我就不 45 54 就行了    

 The structural types of these bundles in Table 1 can be distinguished into the following four 

types according Biber et al.’s (1999; 2004) classification (My analysis):  

--Clause based (mostly clausal fragments) types (15)(30%): 我不知道, 一個是, 我就覺得, 

我覺得我, 我也不, 你不是, 我就說, 我就不, 然後我就, 我不是, 那不是, 對啊我, 我說

我, 對不對, 說的是 

--VP-based types (21)(42%): 不是說,  也不是, 不是很, 不是不, 是那個, 跟你說, 不是

啊, 不是我, 也不知道, 說那個, 是是是, 挺好的, 是一個, 有很多, 都不知道, 就是一

個, 一個人, 不是那, 是不是, 有一個, 就行了,  

--NP-based types (13)(26%): 一個什麼, 的那種, 很多人, 另外一個, 那個人, 他那個, 那

個那, 了一個, 的一個, 那個甚麼, 個個, 我跟你, 的那個 

--Other (1)(2%): 的時候就 

 As can be seen from the above classification, VP-based chunks account for over 40% of the 

top-50 chunks, followed by clause-based units and NP-based forms, the latter of which are mostly 

indefinite expressions. In the following, we review Hsu’s (2016) study on Mandarin spoken and 

news discourse. It will be shown that the distribution is slightly different from that in Tao’s (2015). 

Hsu (2016) investigates lexical bundles in conversation and written news in Taiwan Mandarin 

with data drawn from the Academic Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese 

(http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw). The conversation and the news corpora comprise 459,833 and 

6,475,872 words, respectively, and the focus is on LBs that are at least three words. The threshold 

for identification of recurrent LBs is 20 times per million words (Hsu 2016: 53). The classification 

follows Biber et al.’s (2004), with the interpersonal bundles including both stance expressions and 

special conversational functions in Conrad and Biber (2004: 66-67) (See Table 2 for a summary of 

the classification). Unlike Tao (2015), however, Hsu does not provide the frequency list of the top 

50 LBs in his databank.   

 

Table 2. Summary of Hsu’s (2016) structural and functional classification (based on Biber et 

al. 1999 and Conrad and Biber 2004) 

Structural category Example Functional category Example 

1. Clausal bundles  1. Interpersonal bundles  

(1) noun phrase (fragment) + copula shi 
(+ ...) 

第一種是, 我的意思是  (1) Epistemic stance bundles 我不知道, 大概就是 

(2) (connector +) pronoun + verb (+ 
clause fragment) 

我覺得這, 很多人說  (2) Attitudinal/Modality stance 
bundles 

我要去, 我就可以, 我
必須要 

(3) pronoun + verb (+ ...) 我很喜歡, 我有一個 (3) Special interactional 
bundles 

是不是 

(4) pronoun + modal expression 我就會, 我們就要  2. Discourse organizers  

(5) connector + pronoun/demonstrative 然後我就，所以這個  (1) Topic introduction bundles 有一個 有一次 

(6) A-not-A question 是不是, 對不對 
 

(2) Topic elaboration  因為那時候 舉個例子  

http://asbc.iis.sinica.edu.tw/
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(7) others 時候我就, 完了以後 (3) Identification bundles 最非常重要的, 是一個
很 

2. VP—based bundles  3. Referential expressions  

(1) copula shi (+ ...) 就是這樣, 也是很  (1) Imprecision bundles 某一個, 這一類的 

(2) verb (+ clause fragment) 跟我講, 告訴我說 (2) Phoric bundles 我們這個, 這個世界上, 
個月內 

(3) adjectival verb 太棒了, 不太好 (3) Entity bundles 在我的, 我心裡 

(4) verb + noun phrase (fragment) 有一個, 有很多的  (4) Attribute-specifying bundles 只有一個，很多的 
(similarity) 

(5) modal expression (+ verb) 都會有, 不敢去  (5) Process bundles 做不到, 很喜歡 

(6) (verb +) de/bu + complement 
(fragment) 

說得好, 找不到    

(7) others 談一談, 想一想   

3. NP-based bundles    

(1) noun phrase 一個人, 這個問題    

(2) noun phrase + adverb 很多人都, 那我們就 我也
不, 我也很 

  

(3) (modifier +) de + noun phrase 
(fragment) 

快樂的事情, 這樣的事情   

(4) modifier (+ de) 最重要的, 這方面的    

(5) preposition + noun phrase (fragment) 在家裡 在這方面   

(6) others 那時候我 我每次    

4. Others 對我來講, 也不太   

 

Table 3. Summary of Hsu’s Structural Distribution in Conversation and in News (pp. 88-127) 

Structural category 3-w type 
(Conv) 

3-w type  
(news) 

3-w token  
(Conv) 

3-w token  
(news) 

4-w type  
(Conv) 

4-w token 
 (Conv) 

1. Clausal bundles 169 (26.3%) 6 (6.9%) 4650 (28.4%) 1663 (7.8%) 38 (36.2%) 675 (36.2%) 

2. VP—based bundles 211 (32.8%) 28 (32.2%) 5008 (30.6%) 7349 (34.4%) 42 (40%) 703 (37.7%) 

3. NP-based bundles 246 (38.3%) 53 (60.9%) 6421 (39.2%) 12325 (57.8%) 23 (21.9%) 461 (24.7%) 

4. Others 17 (2.6%) 0 (0.0%) 288 (1.8%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.9%) 27 (1.4%) 

TOTAL 643 (100%) 87 (100.0%) 16367 (100.0%) 21337 (100.0%) 105 (100%) 1866 (100%) 

 

 In general, the LBs in the spoken corpus displays a wider variety in terms of length, types, 

tokens, structures, and functions than those in the news corpus (pp. 88-127). First of all, overall, the 

general comparison by Hsu (2016) shows that spoken corpus contains both 3-word and 4-word LBs, 

whereas almost all the LBs in the news are in 3-word strings. Although the spoken corpus is smaller 

than 1/10 of the written corpus, the frequency of LBs takes a reverse trend. That is, conversation 

comprises a much higher proportion of LBs than in the news corpus. Second, in terms of the 

structural categories, the three major structural patterns (Clausal fragments, VP-based and NP-

based) are evenly distributed in the conversation corpus. However, almost 90% of the LBs in the 

written corpus take VP-based and NP-based forms both in terms of their types and tokens. 

Furthermore, some subtypes are almost non-existent in the written news corpus, including Clausal 

subtypes (2)-(7), VP subtypes (2) and (3)-(7), and NP subtypes (2), (5) and (6). The LBs that are 

absent in the news mainly include connectors, pronouns, A-not-A questions, and conversation-based 

verbs (shuo/jiang/gao su ‘say’, ‘tell’). Third, and correlated to the structural distribution, is the 
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functional distribution of the LBs in the two corpora. The spoken corpus contains a much higher 

incidence of interactional bundles, whereas the written corpus is richer in discourse organizers and 

referential expressions. Despite this overall tendency, the subtypes of referential expressions are not 

evenly distributed in the news discourse, especially with respect to the phoric LBs (those which 

refer outward to situations and referents, pp.88-99) and process bundles. That is, the conversation 

corpus contains a higher proportion of phoric and process LBs (pp.88-89), whereas the written news 

contains more time expressions (p.118).  

Most of the findings by Hsu (2016) study concur with findings in previous research, whereas 

some language-specific characteristics are revealed. That is, similar to Biber et. al (1999), speakers 

rely heavily on prefabricated language in spontaneous speech. Likewise, a large majority of the LBs 

extend across structural boundaries. The structures of LBs in the two corpora also pattern similarly 

with those in previous studies, with the clause-based LBs skewed toward the spoken mode. Besides, 

in accordance with previous findings, clause- and VP-based LBs contain more stance bundles, 

whereas referential bundles favor NP-based categories. However, there is a larger proportion of NP-

based LBs in Mandarin than in English.  

Comparing the top 50 bundles in Tao’s (2015) study and Hsu’s (2016) overall analysis, 

focusing mainly on the types involved, we find that first, copulas and cognition verbs are common 

in conversation in both studies. As for the types of LBs, Tao’s corpus contains more VP-based top 

bundles (42%), whereas the overall distribution (no top 50 bundle information is available in Hsu’s 

study) in Hsu shows that NP-based LBs (38%) account for the highest proportion in Hsu’s data. 

Since the comparison is not based on comparable data, further research is required to address this 

issue. 

 

3. Data and Methodology 

 In the current study, a total of 8 complete video clips of 公視中晝新聞 (Noon time news, Public 

TV) which were posted on YouTube were downloaded and transcribed. Different from our original 

plan, which aimed to collect news from the channels of Formosa TV (民視), TTV (台視) and Next 

TV (壹電視), the reports in 公視 were eventually selected for transcription for the following reasons. 

First, Formosa TV and TTV contained more political news, compared with Public TV which covered 

a wider variety of topics, including international news. Second, a higher proportion of Mandarin was 

noted in the other news channels.  

The news transcribed covered news from 2015 to 2016, with five different anchorpersons. To 

avoid similar news being repeated in different reports, the interval between two news reports was at 

least one month. The total length of the news transcribed was approximately 6 hours. The Taiwanese 

orthography and phonological marking followed the online Taiwanese dictionary compiled by the 

ROC Ministry of Education (https://twblg.dict.edu.tw/holodict_new/default.jsp). After the 

transcription was completed, the Mandarin, English and other foreign language components in these 

reports were removed manually before we ran the segmentation. The reports delivered in Mandarin 

constituted about 17% of the news, and the other non-Taiwanese language components constitute 

about 1% of the transcription. Table 1 lists the news transcribed and their respective length: 

https://twblg.dict.edu.tw/holodict_new/default.jsp
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Table 1. The Taiwanese TV News Corpus   

Date broadcast Anchor Length 

20150113 許雅文 54’58” 

20150215 林靜梅 28’58” 

20150417 許恆慈 54’58” 

20150614 林靜梅 28’58” 

20150814 許恆慈 59’57” 

20151114 張志雄 25’38” 

20160415 陳姝君 54’58” 

20160915 張志雄 54’57” 

Total 363’22” 

Approximate length of reports 

delivered in Taiwanese 

ca. 300 minutes 

(5 hours) 

 

 Given the ratio of the Mandarin (17%) and component of other languages (1%), the approximate 

length of the reports delivered in Taiwanese is 300 minutes (5 hours). 

 As for the segmentation, due to the lack of the Taiwanese online segmentation tool 

(http://ip194097.ntcu.edu.tw/TGB/tagging/tagging.asp, which was available previously), the data 

were segmented manually based on the criteria proposed by Tseng (1997), who provides an extensive 

list of function words for the segmentation of Taiwanese words. Before the segmentation was 

performed, the Chinese characters based on the MOE online dictionary were modified for all to be 

readable in plain text form. The words in the first column, which appeared in the news, were modified 

for them to be processable in text form. Where ambiguity may arise, the co-text and context were 

referred to for decoding of their meanings. Table 2 lists the characters used in MOE Taiwanese Online 

Dictionary and those converted for AntConc Analysis: 

 

Table 2. List of Converted Words for AntConc Analysis 

MOE Dictionary For AntConc MOE dictionary For AntConc 

鐤 (tiann2) 鼎 剾(khau1)皮 扣皮 

捒 (sak4) 推 䆀(bai2) 歹 

𨂿(uainn) 扭 攑(gia5) 舉 

㧒 (hiat4) 擲 啉(lim1) 淋 

真𠢕 (gau5) 真豪 挵球(long2) 撞球  

𨑨迌 (thit tho5) 佚佗 絚(an5)(kin2) 緊 

刣(tai5)(人) 殺(人) 搝鈴仔 扯鈴仔 

𤆬(tshua7)來 帶來 搝警報 拉警報 

 怹   

 

http://ip194097.ntcu.edu.tw/TGB/tagging/tagging.asp
https://twblg.dict.edu.tw/holodict_new/result_detail.jsp?n_no=9508&curpage=1&sample=%E6%90%9D&radiobutton=1&querytarget=1&limit=20&pagenum=1&rowcount=5
https://twblg.dict.edu.tw/holodict_new/result_detail.jsp?n_no=9508&curpage=1&sample=%E6%90%9D&radiobutton=1&querytarget=1&limit=20&pagenum=1&rowcount=5
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4. Results 

 After the eight news clips were segmented, AntConc (Version 3.5.8), a free software for analysis 

of collocations, concordances, and lexical bundles/N-grams was used to calculate the types, tokens 

of each news clip and to perform N-gram analysis of the Taiwanese news corpus. Table 3 presents the 

type and token frequencies of the news reports and the 17-hour conversation: 

 

Table 3. Frequencies of Types and Tokens in the News Corpus 

 Types Tokens Type/Token ratio 

News 7723 40812 0.189 

Conversation 11045 219886 0.05 

 

 As can be seen in Table 3, the news discourse has a greater diversity of word use than the 

conversation corpus. While there is one new type out of every five words in the news discourse, 

among 20 tokens, there is only one type. The different ratios are consistent with previous findings 

about the different degrees of diversity of word use in news discourse and in conversation (cf. Tiunn 

2001).  

Having taken an overview of the type/token frequencies of the two corpora, in the following, I 

demonstrate the distribution of Words and lexical bundles in th0e news corpus. A comparison was 

made with the Taiwanese conversation corpus constructed by the author. 

 

4.1 Frequency of Words in the Conversation and the News Corpus 

 Table 4 lists the top 50-words in the Conversation Corpus and in the News Corpus. The 

distributions of the most frequent words in the two corpora demonstrate great differences in terms 

of their grammatical features: 

 

Table 4. Top 50 Words in the Conversation and News Corpora 

Conversation  TV News  

Rank Raw # 
# per 
104 w. 

W. 
Feature* Raw 

# 

# per 
104 
w. 

W. Feature 

1 7774 354 抑 DM 2918 715 兮 modifier marker 

2 6547 298 兮 
Modifier 
marker 

760 186 是 linking V 

3 5316 242 我 1st-Sg  557 136 來 Verb-directional 

4 4825 219 honn RT 499 122 有 existential 

5 4761 217 講 Verb-saying 492 121 這  demonstr.-prox. 

6 4582 208 啊 UFP 354 87 無 negative  

7 4573 208 你 2nd-Sg  314 77 嘛 Additive adverbial 

8 4376 199 伊 3rd-Sg  313 77 佇咧 Preposition 
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9 4092 186 彼 Demonstr.-dis. 304 74 一 Numeral 

10 3966 180 就 TOH (就) 281 69 佮 Conjunction 

11 3818 174 henn RT 258 63 欲 Volition verb 

12 3575 163 啦 UFP 257 63 閣 
Additive 
Connective 

13 3361 153 沒 Negative  254 62 佇 Preposition 

14 3332 152 是 Linking V 239 59 予 double obj. marker,  

15 3118 142 有 Existential  238 58 伊 3rd-Sg  

16 2836 129 按呢 Proform  231 57 攏 Adverb 

17 2216 101 去 Verb-dir. 226 55 著 Modal  

18 2180 99 共 Object marker  225 55 人 Noun 

19 1941 88 攏 Adverb (攏) 220 54 講 Verb-saying 

20 1875 85 一 Numeral 218 53 會 Modal  

21 1732 79 在 Preposition 210 51 到 directional verb 

22 1469 67 嘛 Adverb (嘛) 176 43 毋閣 Conjunction 

23 1410 64 人 Noun 171 42 因為 Conjunction 

24 1384 63 這 
Demonstr.-

prox. 
169 41 記者 Noun 

25 1313 60 閣 Adverb 167 41 報導 Noun 

26 1236 56 愛 Modal 156 38 上 
Directional 
complement 

27 1225 56 對 RT 146 36 會當 Modal  

28 1221 56 欲 Verb-volition 143 35 已經 Adverb-aspect 

29 1216 55 予 Object marker 143 35 真 Adverb-degree 

30 1197 54 哦 UFP 136 33 對 Preposition 

31 1196 54 好 RT 129 32 濟 Adjective 

32 1180 54 會 Modal  127 31 去 Verb-movement 

33 1154 52 卡 Comparative 124 30 就 TOH 

34 1121 51 來 Verb-dir.  124 30 綜合 
Adjective-Genre 
marker 

35 1086 49 hum RT 122 30 看 Verb-see 

36 1080 49 le UFP 122 30 這馬 Adverb-temporal 

37 1022 46 看 Verb 120 29 愛 Modal  

38 1008 46 彼 le Demonstr.-dis.  109 27 表示 Verb 

39 950 43 就是 TOHSHI 107 26 也 Adverb 

40 914 42 毋 Negative  104 25 台灣 Proper name 
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41 886 40 及 Conjunction 104 25 啊 UFP 

42 836 38 質馬 
Adverb-
temporal 

104 25 猶 Adverb 

43 828 38 若 Conjunction 101 25 共 Object marker-共 

44 810 37 阮 1P-E  99 24 抑 DM 

45 802 36 袂 
Modal-
negative 

98 24 了後 
Conjunction-
temporal 

46 797 36 喔 RT 98 24 誠 Adverb-degree 

47 739 34 m RT 96 24 民眾 Noun 

48 716 33 hm RT 92 23 另外 Quantifier 

49 716 33 怹 3rd-Pl  91 22 大 Adjective 

50 711 32 足 Adverb-degree 90 22 咱 1st-Pl Pron  
*1S: 1st person singular; 2S: 2nd person singular; 3S: 3rd person singular, 1P: 1st person plural; 2P: 2nd person plural; 3rd 

P: 3rd person plural; ADJ: adjective; CL: Classifier; COV: Coverb; DEG: Degree adverb; DM: Discourse marker; EXT: 

existential marker; N: noun; NOM: Nominalizer; NUM: number; RT: Response token; TOH: The morpheme 就; UTF: 

Utterance final particle 

 

A number of genre-based differences can be observed by comparing the top-ranking 

frequencies of the two corpora. First, the words in the News Corpus demonstrate a great density of 

noun-based and event-based expressions. The noun-associated words include the most frequent 

modifier marker, usually functioning as a classifier in the news reports and the numeral tsit, the 

conjunction kah (佮) and the nouns (e.g. 人, 民眾). Related to the noun-centered reports are the 

degree adverbs tsin (真) and tisann (誠) and adjectives such as tse ‘many’ and tua ‘big’. These 

adjectives express the larger-than-expected quantities, which correspond to the core value of news 

reports—newsworthiness. Examples of some of the most frequent words are given below: 

 

(1) 監獄史上傷大兮貪瀆兮弊案，就是包括到這兮同心兮集團前總裁王令麟， 佮這兮一寡

這兮管理主管，總共有二十三兮人，昨昏予人起訴。 (20150113) 

(2) 不過對腰子功能無好兮民眾來講，樊裡底兮<L鋁 L>會予腰子有真大兮負擔。

(20150215)  

 

 A second group of features that characterize the news corpus is the prevalence of prepositions 

marking the time or place of an associated event.  

 

(3) 攏有勞工行上街頭，抗議薪水傷低...十五號倒佇咧紐約曼哈頓這間店兮店外，四分十五

秒，佇四月十五號，反對低薪水兮抗議活動掀開序幕。這場示威活動...  (20150417) 

 A third notable feature of the news corpus is the predominance of the proximal demonstrative 

tse/tsit, in contrast to the high frequency of distal demonstrative in the Conversation corpus (Chang 

and Hsu 2019). Almost all the occurrences of the proximal demonstrative are situational use, 

referring to a noun under discussion in a given situational context: 
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(4) a. 講這恐驚會對著咱台灣半導體產業佮國家兮安全帶來嚴重兮影響。 

b. 這兩件殘忍兮攻擊事件，敢若攏是<L奈國 L>極端<L伊斯蘭 L>團體<L博科聖地 L>

所作兮。(News)(20150113) 

(5) 買一百塊 e 彼 lo...彼啥?海螺...海%海啥...海瓜子 (Converation) 

 

 Compared with the information-loaded news reports (Biber 1988; Biber et al. 1999, Tiun 

2001), the Conversation demonstrates a number of features that are highly interaction-based: the 

pervasive use of the utterance-initial discourse marker a (抑), first and second person pronoun, 

response tokens, distal demonstratives with non-situational usages (cf. Chang and Hsu 2019 for a 

list of the non-situational uses of distal demonstratives in Taiwanese), all of which occupy the top 

10 positions on the frequency table.  

 Regarding the modifier marker e (兮), which ranks second in the Conversation corpus, a 

functional difference can be observed of their use. While the e in the conversation corpus occurs 

both pre-nominally and post-nominally or as a nominalization marker, as in (6), the e in the news 

corpus mainly occurs in pre-nominal position, as in (1).  

(6) B:菱角 e肉你今當, 

C: …(2.6)啊就隨,_ 

B: (0)按呢號做真好吃._ 

B:我愛吃洒 e. 

 

4.2 Three-word bundles 

 The three-word bundles of the two registers are compared in Table 5. Only the LBs with a raw 

frequency higher than 5 in the news are given. As for the conversation data, are given, which have a 

total of 55 in the news reports. The top 55 3-word LBs in the Conversation corpus are given for a 

comparison. 

 

Table 5. Three-word bundles in news and conversation  

News Reports Conversation 

Rank Raw # # per 106 Co-occurrence pattern Rank Raw# # per 106 Co-occurrence pattern 

1 111 3603 Genre marker 1 148 673 RT+PART+DM 

2 18 584 Genre marker+DV 2 139 632 UFP+RT+UFP 

3 16 519 NUM+CL+N 3 139 632 RT+RT+RT 

4 13 422 CL+N+V 4 128 582 COV+2S+SV 

5 13 422 Genre marker+DV 5 120 546 DM+3S+TOH 

6 12 389 EXT+NUM+CL 6 109 496 RT+RT+RT 

7 11 357 DEG+ADJ+CL 7 102 464 COV+2S+SV 

8 11 357 Genre marker 8 99 450 TOH+ADJ+UFP 

9 9 292 DEG+ADJ+CL 9 92 418 3S+TOH+SV 

10 9 292 Genre marker 10 89 405 RT+RT+DM 
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11 9 292 Genre marker 11 86 391 1S+COV+SV 

12 8 260 Genre marker 12 83 377 1S+COV+2S 

13 8 260 Genre marker 13 74 337 UFP+DM+2S 

14 7 227 Genre marker 14 73 332 DM+1S+TOH 

15 7 227 Genre marker 15 68 309 RT+UFP+RT 

16 7 227 EXT+DEG+ADJ 16 68 309 1S+SV+DM 

17 7 227 Genre marker 17 63 287 UFP+DM+3S 

18 6 195 Genre marker 18 60 273 TOH+ADJ+UFP 

19 6 195 NUM+CL+N 19 59 268 DM+RT+DM 

20 6 195 Genre marker 20 58 264 UFP+RT+UFP 

21 6 195 Genre marker 21 58 264 DM+2S+TOH 

22 6 195 Genre marker 22 57 259 RT+UFP+1S 

23 6 195 Genre marker 23 57 259 3S+SV+3S 

24 6 195 Genre marker 24 56 255 RT+UFP+DM 

25 6 195 DEG+ADJ+N 25 55 250 RT+RT+DM 

26 6 195 QUAN+N+COP 26 54 246 1S+PV+SV 

27 6 195 ADJ+NUM+CL 27 53 241 NEG+ADJ+UFP 

28 5 162 ONOMATOPEIC 28 53 241 SV+DM+2S 

29 5 162 NUM+CL+N 29 52 236 RT+RT+RT 

30 5 162 Genre marker 30 52 236 RT+RT+UFP 

31 5 162 Genre marker 31 51 232 RT+RT+RT 

32 5 162 Genre marker 32 50 227 UFP+RT+UFP 

33 5 162 CL+ADJ+N 33 49 223 TOH+ADJ+UFP 

34 5 162 Genre marker 34 49 223 COV+3S+SV 

35 5 162 CL+NUM+CL 35 48 218 DM+3S+SV 

36 5 162 CL+N+V 36 47 214 Temporal+UFP 

37 5 162 V+N+ADV 37 46 209 EXT+NUM+CL 

38 5 162 CL+ADJ+N 38 45 205 1S+SV+1S 

39 5 162 Temporal 39 44 200 UFP+RT+UFP 

40 5 162 ADJ+NUM+CL 40 43 196 RT+RT+RT 

41 5 162 1PL+N+N 41 43 196 1S+TOH+COV 

42 5 162 Genre marker 42 40 182 UFP+DM+3S 

43 5 162 Genre marker 43 39 177 RT+DM+2S 

44 5 162 V+N+CL 44 39 177 RT+UFP+RT 

45 5 162 Genre marker 45 39 177 EXT+NUM+CL 

46 5 162 COP+NUM+CL 46 38 173 RT+DM+1S 

47 5 162 EXT+DEG+ADJ 47 38 173 2S+PV+UFP 

48 5 162 Genre marker 48 37 168 RT+RT+RT 

49 5 162 NEG+ADJ+NOM 49 37 168 1S+SV+2S 
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50 5 162 ADV+COP+EXT 50 37 168 A not A 

51 5 162 PV+N+CL 51 36 164 RT+DM+3S 

52 5 162 ADJ+NUM+CL 52 36 164 RT+DM+2S 

53 5 162 V+N+NOM 53 36 164 UFP+ADJ+UFP 

54 5 162 DEG+ADJ+NOM 54 35 159 UFP+RT+RT 

55 5 162 DEG+ADJ+N 55 34 155 RT+RT+DM 

 

 Several distributional tendencies can be observed in Table 5. First, about half of the 3-word 

LBs in news are genre markers, “the distinctive expressions and devices, normally formulaic, that 

are used to structure a text from a particular genre” (Biber and Conrad 2009: 54). These genre 

markers include greeting and announcement of the beginning of the report, e.g. 歡迎收看 and 新

聞一開始, weather report at the and conclusive statement at the end of a report, e.g. 上低32度, ...

記者綜合報導.  

 The other co-occurrence patterns of the 3-word bundles characterize noun-centered elements. 

The distribution aligns previous observation about written discourse. In other words, the news 

reports display similar distributional patterns that characterize written discourse, in which nominal 

elements predominate. The following examples illustrate a few patterns among the top-55 bundles. 

Examples (7)-(9) illustrate bundles that are structurally complete, i.e., as an NP or Adjective Phrase, 

whereas (10)-(12) illustrate those that are structurally incomplete, i.e., the bundle straddles two 

structural units:   

 (7) NUM+CL+N: 一兮人 

 (8) DEG+ADJ+N: 誠濟人 

 (9) EXT+DEG+ADJ: 有真大 

 (10) CL+NUM+CL: 兮一兮 

 (11) CL+N+V: 兮人受傷 

 (12) CL+N+ADV: 兮人攏 

  

 In contrast to the characteristics of nounhood in news discourse, the top-ranking LBs in the 

conversation corpus demonstrate their highly interactive nature, with utterance-initial discourse 

markers, 1st person pronouns, 2nd person pronoun, 3rd person pronouns, response tokens, and 

utterance final particles being the dominant grams in the 3-word LBs. The verbs that are most 

frequently found in these LBs are the saying verb and verbs denoting perception (e.g. 想, 知). It is 

interesting to note that the bundles mostly occur either utterance-initially or utterance-finally, with 

the former being much more frequent (13-17) than the latter (18). In addition, most of these LBs 

straddle two structural units, as exemplified below: 

  

 (13) RT_UFP+DM: 嘿阿啊 

 (14) COV+2S+SV: 給你講   

(15) 1S+SV+DM: 我講啊 

 (16) DM+2S+TOH: 啊你就 
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(17) RT+RT+RT: 齁齁齁 

(18) A-not-A: 是毋是 

 

4.3 Four-Word Bundles 

 Table 6 presents the distribution of the 4-word bundles in the News and the Conversation 

corpora. These LBs are generally extensions of the 3-word LBs. Accordingly, the co-occurrence 

pattern exhibits similar behaviors with 3-word LBs in both registers. In fact, over 60% of the 4-

word LBs are genre markers as seen in the 3-word cases. It is interesting, however, that instead of 

marking participants of an event as seen in 3-word LBs, the 4-word LBs which are non-genre 

markers usually constitute the core predicative elements in a sentence. The following examples 

illustrate the emphasis of news on tension, negativity, undesirability of states or events expressed 

via the 4-wor dLBs:  

 

 (19) 進入著緊急狀態 

 (20)予人毒死 

 (21)三兮人受傷 

 

Table 6. Four-word bundles in News and Conversation  

Rank Raw # # per 106 Co-occurrence pattern Raw # # per 106 Co-occurrence pattern 

1 16 392 Genre marker 64 291 1S+Cov+Pron+Say 

2 10 245 Genre marker 41 186 RT+RT 

3 10 245 Genre marker 35 159 DM+3S+TOH+SV 

4 7 172 Genre marker 34 155 RT RT RT UFP 

5 7 172 Genre marker 31 141 RT RT RT RT 

6 6 147 Genre marker 29 132 RT RT RT RT 

7 6 147 Genre marker 28 127 UFP RT UFP UFP 

8 6 147 Genre marker 28 127 RT UFP RT UFP 

9 5 123 Genre marker 20 91 RT UFP DM 2S 

10 5 123 Genre marker 20 91 3S DEM 3S DEM 

11 5 123 Genre marker 19 86 TOH RT UFP RT 

12 5 123 Genre marker 19 86 1S SV DM 2S 

13 5 123 Genre marker 18 82 UFP RT UFP RT 

14 4 98 Genre marker 18 82 1S COP MV SV 

15 4 98 Genre marker 16 73 RT UFP DM 3S 

16 4 98 Genre marker 16 73 RT UFP RT UFP 

17 4 98 Genre marker 16 73 ASP COV 1S SV 

18 4 98 Genre marker 16 73 1S TOH COV SV 

19 4 98 Genre marker 16 73 1S COV SV UFP 

20 4 98 Genre marker 16 73 COV 2S SV UFP 
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21 4 98 EXT+DEG+ADJ+CL 15 68 TOH COV 2S SV 

22 4 98 EXT+DEG+ADJ+N 14 64 RT RT RT RT 

23 4 98 N+N+N+N 14 64 EXT NOM NEG NOM 

24 4 98 V+N+CL+N 14 64 COV 2S SV 3S 

25 4 98 Genre marker 13 59 RT UFP 1S SV 

26 4 98 Genre marker 13 59 RT RT RFP DM 

27 4 98 Genre marker 13 59 RT RT RT RT 

28 3 74 ONOMATOPEIC 13 59 RT RT RT DM 

29 3 74 NUM+CL+N+V 13 59 UFP RT UFP RT 

30 3 74 NUM+CL+N+V 13 59 3S TOH SV 3S 

31 3 74 DEG+ADJ+CL+N 13 59 DM RT RT RT RT 

32 3 74 Genre marker 13 59 DM RT UFP DM 

33 3 74 COV+N+V+V 12 55 UFP DM 2S TOH 

34 3 74 3S+NEG+COP+N 12 55 RT UFP RT UFP 

35 3 74 PREP+N+V+SV 12 55 RT RT RT DM 

36 3 74 Genre marker 12 55 UFP RT RFP DM 

37 3 74 Genre marker 12 55 UFP RT RT RT 

38 3 74 N+DEG+ADJ+CL 12 55 TOH ADJ UFP RT 

39 3 74 CL+NUM+NUM+N 12 55 1S MA NEG CV 

40 3 74 Genre marker 12 55 NEG COP NEG COP 

41 3 74 Genre marker 11 50 RT UFP RT UFP 

42 3 74 Genre marker 11 50 RT RT RT DM 

43 3 74 Genre marker 11 50 RT RT RT DM 

44 3 74 N+QUAN+N+COP 11 50 RT RT DM 1S 

45 3 74 COMP+ADV+N+COMP 11 50 UFP RT RT RT 

46 3 74 Genre marker 11 50 UFP DM 3S TOH 

47 3 74 Genre marker 11 50 2S CV UFP UFP 

48 3 74 Genre marker 11 50 RT UFP RT UFP 

49 3 74 Genre marker 11 50 TOH ADJ UFP DM 

50 3 74 DEM+CL+N+N 11 50 TOH COV 1S SV 

51 3 74 V+CL+N+V  0  

52 3 74 V+PREP+ADJ+N  0  
 

4.4. Summary 

  In short, the distribution of the top ranking words, 3-word and 4-word bundles in the news 

discourse and the conversation agree with previous studies on distinction between written and 

spoken discourse, in spite of the fact that the news reports take the spoken form. The contrast 

between the information-loaded news discourse vs. highly involved text in conversation 

corresponds with Dimension 1 proposed by Biber (1988). To recapitulate, we summarize the 
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findings below: 

1. Recurrent 3- and 4-word bundles are more frequent in the conversation than in the news corpus. 

2. LBs in conversations tend to be grammatically incomplete, the news discourse contains more 

noun phrases and expressions indicating time and place, and complete predicative elements. 

3. The Conversation corpus is interactionally based whereas the news discourse mainly comprises 

referential expressions. 

 

5. Evaluation of the Results and Conclusion 

  In this study, we have established a 6-hour spoken of news reports. The corpus established 

here is over six times the size of a previous spoken news corpus (Tiunn 2001), which contains 

only 5,949 words. In addition, we have completed the following tasks: 

i. Training of editing video data (news reports). 

ii. Training of the assistants in familiarization of the Phonological System of Taiwanese. 

iii. Training of the assistants to be familiarized with the common characters used in written TSM: 

The writing system mainly adopts those posted on the Ministry of Education’s Online Taiwanese 

Dictionary (http://twblg.dict.edu.tw/holodict_new/index.html). 

iv. Criteria for Segmentation of the collected data. 

v. Training of using AntConc and application of the tool to create word list, N-gram analyses. 

vi. Training of Collection and Collation of data.  

  

The paper addressing register differences is now being written. The results will be submitted 

to renowned domestic or international journals so as to enhance scholarly understanding about 

the distribution of lexical bundles in different registers in Taiwanese Southern Min.  
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科技部補助專題研究計畫出席國際學術會議心得報告 

                              日期： 107年 9 月 30 日 

 

                                 

一、參加會議經過 

 The conference was scheduled for July 23-25th, 2018. I arrived at the conference site at 

Boston College on the early morning of July 23rd (Alaska Airlines, Flight #172). After checking 

in, I attended the Opening speech by Maria Estela Brisk from Boston College, in memory of M. 

A. K. Halliday, who was the founding father of Systemic Functional Linguistics. My 

presentation was scheduled for 11:30-12:00 on the same day, at Fulton 235. The presentation 

was a successful one, inviting a lot of discussions about how the metaterms for the 

constructions under analysis were defined and identified. The framework for analysis also 

attracted a lot of audience attention in terms of its application to examining directives in a 

spoken language. In addition to my presentation, I attended talks about discourse, pragmatics, 

and sociolinguistics/phonetics. One of the most interesting papers included Maria Jose 

Serrano’s study on deictic and objectivizing second-person object variants in media advertising 

in Spanish. A lot of the pronominal changes are similar to the use of 2nd person pronouns in 

Chinese. Dominque Louer, who examined voice onset time of voiceless and voiced stops in 

French speakers in Canada. The variation reflects the influence of English through contact. 

Another study that was intriguing was the discussion of leave taking terms used by Mandarin 

speakers of different ages, statuses, and genders, presented by Nien-heng Wu. It is interesting to 

find that gender and age play an important role in the use of leave-taking forms. Hui Yin’s 
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study on tonal variations in Taiwan Mandarin and Beijing Mandarin also presents interesting 

findings. In general, Taiwan Mandarin has longer tonal durations than Beijing Mandarin either 

in non-final or final positions. However, tone 3 exhibits very special behavior in Taiwan 

Mandarin. The study provides insight into the changes of tonal qualities in different variants of 

Mandarin Chinese. 

二、與會心得 

 There are quite a few Asian and Chinese scholars attending this conference. While I found 

that some of the non-Asian participants’ studies have substantial findings, almost all the papers 

by the Mandarin speakers, students in particular, present significant findings with clear 

language and delivery. Therefore, we should encourage our students to participate more in 

international conferences to show their academic strength to the international society.  

 

三、發表論文之摘要 

 
This study takes a cognitively-based approach to investigating the synchronic functions and 

diachronic development of directive constructions in Taiwanese Southern Min (TSM), a Chinese 

spoken in Taiwan and its outlying islets, in a corpus (258-million words) containing the early-late 

20th century play scripts (http://ip194097.ntcu.edu.tw/nmtl/dadwt/pbk.asp). The different directive 

constructions are examined in terms of their diachronic development, prototypicality degree 

(Panther and Thornburg 1998; Takahashi 2012), and their collocating constructions. Based on the 

most frequent imperative verbs in English and their potential collocations proposed by Takahashi 

(2012: 23), 18 keywords were searched in a 258-million TSM corpus. The definitions and the 

examples proposed by Wierzbicka (1987) were used as the metaterms for our analysis of the 

directive speech acts. A total of 7,321 tokens which contain these 18 keywords were searched. The 

analysis identified 668 directives, which include ASK, COMMAND, ORDER, URGE, ASK, 

CALL, REQUEST, BESEECH, PLEAD, OFFER, REMIND, REPRIMAND, and THREAT. The 

results reveal no clear diachronic difference among directive constructions in texts published in 

different times. As for the prototypicality analysis, results show that the most common directives are 

also the most prototypical speech act types: COMMAND, ORDER, URGE, ASK, REQUEST, 

BESEECH, PLEAD, and IMPLORE. The most common main verbs include the movement verbs 

lâi ‘come’, khì ‘go’, and the fixed compound lâikhì (Let’s...). Lâi ‘come’ tends to imply positive 

attitude of the speaker; this is further evidenced by its frequent co-occurrence with the plural lín 

‘you (pl.)’ and takkē ‘everybody’, whereas lâikhì is almost exclusively used with first person 

inclusive pronoun lan ‘we’. The most common collocations include ài ‘must’, tio̍h ‘need to’, 

pàithok ‘please’, kín ‘hurriedly’, thé ‘take’, tiōng/kā/hō (disposal markers), and hó bo ‘good-

(utterance-final-particle)’, among which the most frequent are those which signal the urgency of the 

required actions. The most common subject is the prototypical second person singular lí. These 

collocating terms are found to bear semantic properties that concur with those of the keywords. By 

analyzing the pragmatic functions of directive constructions and how the parameters relate to the 

different communicative purposes of the directives, we have provided a new perspective to 

investigate speech acts. The results also serve as important reference for TSM learners. 

四、建議 

Because of the financial support by MOST, I was able to attend LACUS and engage in 

interactions with international scholars. Among them, I had extended interaction with international 
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scholars, esp. Dominique Louer. We exchanged ideas during the lunch breaks and got to know the 

interesting phenomena of each other’s language(s) well. Also, it is interesting to see that there have 

been more and more Taiwanese scholars attending such conferences, including LACUS. International 

conferences are an important locus of national “promotion”, where local scholars can demonstrate 

their ability to do quality research as well as distinguished international scholars. I hope that MOST 

can continue providing travel grant to linguists so that they can be constantly involved in 

international academic exchanges. 

五、攜回資料名稱及內容 

1. LACUS 2018 資料夾 

2. 會議議程 (LACUS 2018 Meeting Handbook) 

3. 註冊費收據 

4. Amended program of LACUS 2018. 
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